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Happy Earth Day from your friends at the Embassy of Italy! Each year, #ltaly 
sustainability measures. #EarthDay2022

prioritizes protecting our planet and improving

President #Mattarella's appeal on #Ukraine, from his speech ahead of Italy's upcoming Liberation Day (April 25):

Created by Marco Pelle, "Statuesque" honors the 200th anniversary of 
dance & sculpture; movement & stillness; flesh & marble.

sculptor Antonio Canova’s death, showing the bond between

The first dance is inspired by Canova's iconic "Amore e Psiche" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zez1ppWAf7g

The 59th Venice Biennale Arte, hosted by @la_Biennale, begins today! Curated by #ltalian @ceciliaalemani, this year's exhibition- 
titled #TheMilkofDreams —features 213 artists from 58 countries! Learn more about #BiennaleArte2022 
https://www.labiennale.org/en/news/biennale-arte-2022-milk-dreams
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[reshare Peter Gabriel post to story]

As part of for @officialbe.it's "As I See IT" campaign, @itspetergabriel discusses his valuable time spent working in Italy. Have a listen

Have you heard of the Doppio Borgato? Built by combining a grand piano with a second piano, this pedal piano was patented by Italian 
craftsman Luigi Borgato in 2000. It's controlled by a pedal board, similar to an organ!

Since its invention, composers from Italy, France, and the United States have created compositions specifically for the Doppio Borgato.

Innovation leads to more innovation, with this recent spin on an earlier Italian invention reminding us that Italy is and will always be the 
#Eternallnnovator.

Today, the Eternal City celebrates its 2,775 birthday! Buon Compleanno, Roma!
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Piano Hands

Rome

Facebook
[Like: https://www.instaaram.com/p/Ccn0PtaFNLK/?igshid=NDA1 YzNhOGU=1

Located in the beautiful Tuscan countryside, the Medici Villas and Gardens are a lasting testimony to the influence of the visionary Medici 
family. Built during the Florentine Renaissance, the villas integrate in an innovative way architecture, gardens, and the environment. A 
representation of construction in harmony with nature, the villas became the blueprint for future luxury homes dedicated to leisure and the 
arts, and the appreciation of landscape.

Twelve sprawling villas and two beautiful gardens comprise this UNESCO site, including the stunning Boboli Gardens and the Villa di 
Poggio a Caiano, one of the most famous Medici villas.

The Medici Villas and Gardens in Tuscany were inscribed as a @UNESCOworldheritage site in 2013 for their testimony to rural residence 
during the emergence of new political, economic, and aesthetic ambitions.

#UNESCOWorldHeritage #ltaly #UNESCO #ltalia #Tuscany #Centralltaly //MediciVillas #MediciGardens #Explore #Beautiful //Travel 
//History //ILikeltaly //Baroque //Architecture //Renaissance //Humanism //MediciFamily //Arts //FlorentineRenaissance

[insert creative]

[insert creative]

[insert quiz sticker]
How many villas make up the Medici UNESCO site in Tuscany?

a) 17
b) 15
c) 12 (correct)
d) 9

[insert quiz sticker]
Of the 12 villas, which two were the first buiilt?

a) Villa del Trebbio + Villa di Cafaggioio (correct)
b) Villa di Poggio a Caiano + Villa di Artimino
c) Villa La Magia + Villa La Petraia
d) Villa di Castello + Villa di Careggi
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[insert creative]

Learn more about this magnificent @UNESCOworldheritage site! 
[share Medici post to story]

Happy Earth Day from your friends at the Embassy of Italy! Each year, Italy prioritizes protecting our planet and improving sustainability 
measures.

Check out these fast facts to see how well Italy reduces our environmental footprint through green technology investments, reuses old 
materials for new products, and recycles almost 80% of waste.

Created by @marcopelle294 in collaboration with @awenfilms, the Embassy of Italy and the Italian Cultural Institute of Washington D.C. 
for the 200th anniversary of Italian sculptor Antonio Canova's death, "Statuesque" shows the bond between dance and sculpture; 
movement and stillness; flesh and marble.

Each Monday for 10 weeks, we will feature a work danced by @arduino.martina and @marco__agostino, inspired by the most famous
sculptures by Italian great masters.

In this first video, see movements inspired by the iconic masterpiece “Amore e Psiche" (Psyche Revived by Cupid's Kiss) by Antonio 
Canova, which is considered one of the finest examples of neoclassical style, despite being sculpted during the beginning of the Romantic 
movement.

#italianculturalinstitutewashingtondc #iicwashington #italianembassy #statuesque #canova #amoreepsiche #dance #ballet 
#principaldancer #martinaarduino #marcoagostino #grateful #happy

Filmed right here in the Embassy, "Statuesque" is a video series demonstrating the bond between dance and sculpture; movement and 
stillness; flesh and marble.

Each video is choreographed by @marcopelle294 and stars @teatroallascala Principal Dancers @arduino.martina and 
@marco__agostino.

[reshare Statuesque post to story]

Check out “Amore e Psiche” ( "Cupid and Psyche"), the first installment!

Italy is an #Eternallnnovator in all things, but especially music!

The earliest depictions of the violin family come from Northern Italy, where there were three sizes of instruments—what we now know as 
the "violin," "viola," and "cello." Andrea Amati, a craftsman from Cremona, Italy, is credited with creating the first musical instrument of the 
violin family in the 1500s. Some of the instruments he crafted still survive to this day!

[insert Biennale graphic]

[insert Biennale graphic]

[insert Biennale graphic]

[insert Biennale graphic]

This year's curator, @ceciliaaiemani. was also featured in the One of Us documentary, released on International Women's Day this 
March. Learn more about her story!
[reshare to post: https://www.instagram.eom/p/CbsZP75gFBi/]
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Located in the beautiful Tuscan countryside, the Medici Villas and Gardens are a lasting testimony to the influence of the visionary Medici 
family. Built during the Florentine Renaissance, the villas integrate in an innovative way architecture, gardens, and the environment. A 
representation of construction in harmony with nature, the villas became the blueprint for future luxury homes dedicated to leisure and the 
arts, and the appreciation of landscape.

Twelve sprawling villas and two beautiful gardens comprise this UNESCO site, including the stunning Boboli Gardens and the Villa di 
Poggio a Caiano, one of the most famous Medici villas.

The Medici Villas and Gardens in Tuscany were inscribed as a @UNESCO site in 2013 for their testimony to rural residence during the 
emergence of new political, economic, and aesthetic ambitions.
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Happy Earth Day from your friends at the Embassy of Italy! Each year, Italy prioritizes protecting our planet and improving sustainability 
measures.

Check out these fast facts to see how well Italy reduces our environmental footprint through green technology investments, reuses old 
materials for new products, and recycles almost 80% of waste.

"Statuesque” was created by @mpelle294 in collaboration with @awenfilms, the Embassy of Italy and the @iicwashingtondc. The 
production celebrates the 200th anniversary of Italian sculptor Antonio Canova's death. This series shows the bond between dance and 
sculpture; movement and stillness; flesh and marble.

Each week, for 10 weeks, we will share work danced by @arduinomartina and marcoagostinoscala. Principal Dancers from @teatro.alla. 
scala, inspired by the most famous sculptures by Italian great masters.

In this first video, enjoy choreography inspired by the iconic masterpiece “Amore e Psiche" (Psyche Revived by Cupid's Kiss) by Antonio 
Canova, which marks the beginning of the Romantic movement, despite being one of the finest examples of neoclassical style.

https.V/www:youtube. com/watch?v=zez1 ppWAf7g

The 2022 Biennale Arte begins today! Presented by @Labiennaledivenezia, one of the world’s most prestigious cultural institutions, this 
major international art show is celebrating its 59th exhibition.

For the first time in its history, Biennale Arte has been curated by an Italian woman—Cecilia Alemani. Alemani says this year's show, 
which she titled "The Milk of Dreams," celebrates art's "capacity to create alternative cosmologies and new conditions of existence."

Learn all about "The Milk of Dreams" and this year's 213 featured artists 
dreams

https://www.labiennale.ora/en/news/biennale-arte-2022-milk-

Everyone knows that the piano was invented in Italy, but do you know of any other musical instruments traced back to the Eternal 
Innovator? Here are three inventions that remind us of Italy's influence on today's musical landscape:

Italian Pasquale Vinaccia modernized the mandolin in the 1830s by introducing steel strings, a higher fret board, and a deeper bowl.

Italian craftsman Luigi Borgato combined a grand piano with a second piano to create the Doppio Borgato in 2000. Here, the Italian 
invention of the piano influenced further innovation!

Andrea Amati, a craftsman from Cremona, Italy, is credited with creating the first musical instrument of the violin family in the 1500s. 
Some of the very instruments he crafted still survive to this day!
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